
User’s manual

Package Includes
1 Bluetooth speaker
2USB to Micro USB cable
3 3.5mmAuxiliary Cable

Features
Durable, shock and weather-resistant silicone wrap
On-board playback and volume controls
Auxiliary input to connect speaker with non-Bluetooth devices

Charge it
 Plug the micro USB cable into the micro USB port under the silicone cover on the button

right corner of the speaker, and connect the other end of cable to either a computer USB port
or to a USB-compatible car or wall charger.

 A solid red LED light will appear through the grill on the back of the speaker to indicate
when the KTS-86 is charging, even while speaker is turned off.

 When charging is complete ,the red LED light will turn off.
 Charging time is approximately 2 hours

Pair & Connect with a New Device
 Power on the kts-86 speaker(refer to the “Turn it on” section)
 The KTS-86 will emit a tone, and then LED light on the back of the speaker will begin to

flash blue as it tries to reconnect with a previous device. If it cannot reconnect, the LED light
will begin to quickly flash blue to indicate that the speaker is now ready to be paired with a
new device.

 On your Bluetooth enabled smartphone, tablet or media player, navigate to the Bluetooth
setting menu, turn on the Bluetooth feature, and search for a new devices.

 After a few seconds you will see “KTS-86”listed
 Tap this model to select it. The LED will turn a solid blue. You are now paired, connected

and ready to play.
 Alternatively you can connect any non-Bluetooth device using the included 3.5mm AUX

cable together with the AUX input located under the silicone cover the bottom right corner of
the speaker. While plugged in via the AUX input, the LED light will slowly flash blue and
Bluetooth on the speaker will automatically turn off.

Power On/Off
 Press & hold the power button on the right side of the speaker for 2-3 seconds to turn on the

speaker and automatically reconnect with the last Bluetooth device.
 The KTS-86 will emit a tone, and the LED light on the back of the speaker will glow blue to

indicate that the speaker is now powering on.
 To turn the KTS-86 speaker off, press &hold the power button again for 2-3seconds.The



speaker will emit a tone to indicate that the KTS-86 is now powering off.

Reconnect to Bluetooth
 You only need to pair your Bluetooth device with the KTS-86 once.
 With your previously paired device’s Bluetooth turned on and in range, power on the

KTS-86.
 The speaker will automatically reconnect to the last Bluetooth device it was connected to.
 If you have a previously paired device that does not auto-reconnect, navigate to the Bluetooth

settings menu on your device, turn on the Bluetooth feature, and select “KTS-86” from your
list of paired Bluetooth devices.

Play
 Connect your device to the KTS-86 over Bluetooth or through the AUX input..(refer to the

“Pair & Connect” section)
 Open your favorite music app and press play.
 You can control the music ,volume ,and tracks from your device, as well as control the

playback and volume from the speaker: Volume on your device and on the speaker are
controlled separately.

 Press the play button to play/pause music, or to answer/end phone calls. Press the “+”or
“-“buttons to adjust volume.

 Speaker will emit a tone when the maximum or minimum volume on the speaker has been
reached. If volume is still too low, you can also adjust the volume on your device.

 All audio, including music, games, videos, and notifications will be routed through the
KTS-86.

Important Waterproof /Safety Information
IMPORTANT:DO NOT submerge the KTS-86 in water. This device is not intended to function
properly after being under water.
 Before using the KTS-86 in a wet environment, make sure the silicone cover over the AUX

and micro USB input ports on the back of the speaker is fully closed and secured. If water
gets into either port, the speaker may not function properly

 The speaker is rated IPX4.which means the speaker can be splashed with water or left in the
rain (but not submerged in water) for approximately 5 minutes.

 If the KTS-86 gets wet, it is recommended that you dry the speaker completely before using
it again.

 All actions done with the KTS-86 are done at your own risk. While the speaker is
weather-proof and has a protective silicone case, it is not a guarantee for complete damage
protection.

Specification
Output Power:3W
Speaker Driver Size:45mm



Impedence:4 Ω
Frequency Response: 15Hz to 18 KHz
Waterproof Level: IPX4
Battery Information:
Built-in Battery: Lithium –ion
Input: DC 5V/1A
Battery Capacity: 400mAH
Music playing time: Up to 6 hours
Standby time: Up to 24 hours
Charging time：2hours
Approximate playback time. Battery life depends on individual use and may be slightly more or
less than the time specified.
Bluetooth Information
Bluetooth Specification: V2.1+EDR
Operating Distance:10 Meters
System Requirements: Bluetooth –capable device
Additional Connection Sources:
Audio: 3.5mmAUX cable
Power Souce:Bulit-in rechargeable battery or via USB cable.


